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In electroacoustic music, the spectromorphological approach commonly employs1

analogies to non-sonic phenomena like shapes, gestures, or textures. In acoustical2

terms, sound shapes can concern simple geometries on the spectrotemporal plane,3

for instance, a triangle that widens in frequency over time. To test the auditory rel-4

evance of such triangular sound shapes, two psychoacoustic experiments assessed if5

and how these shapes are perceived. Triangular sound-shape stimuli, created through6

granular synthesis, varied across the factors grain density, frequency and amplitude7

scales, and widening vs. narrowing orientations. The perceptual investigation fo-8

cused on three auditory qualities, derived in analogy to the visual description of a9

triangle: the clarity of the triangular outline, the opacity of the area enclosed by the10

outline, and the symmetry along the vertical dimension. These morphological quali-11

ties seemed to capture distinct perceptual aspects, each linked to different acoustical12

factors. Clarity of shape was conveyed even for sparse grain densities, while also13

exhibiting a perceptual bias for widening orientations. Opacity varied as a function14

of grain texture, whereas symmetry strongly depended on frequency and amplitude15

scales. The perception of sound shapes could relate to common perceptual cross-16

modal correspondences and share the same principles of perceptual grouping with17

vision.18
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I. INTRODUCTION19

Describing musical or acoustical parameters commonly borrows labels from other sensory20

modalities by employing metaphors or analogies. For instance, the association of pitch with21

spatial elevation (or the vertical dimension) finds a high, consistent prevalence across lan-22

guages in that the labels “low” and “high” are used to describe opposite ends of the pitch23

continuum (Stumpf, 1883). This pitch-to-elevation correspondence has also been a widely24

studied in cross-modal perception between vision and audition (Evans and Treisman, 2010;25

Spence, 2011). Whereas the previous example is limited to a single dimension per sensory26

modality, audio-visual correspondences have similarly been discussed for multidimensional27

scenarios, such as two-dimensional shapes or gestalts (Köhler, 1947). A well-known ex-28

ample concerns the spoken sounds “maluma” vs. “takete” (Köhler, 1947) or “bouba” vs.29

“kiki” (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001) being consistently associated with corresponding30

rounded vs. jagged visual shapes, respectively, and subsequently found to apply to instru-31

mental timbre as well (Adeli et al., 2014). These findings bear the significance that clear32

correspondences can also exist for rather complex, multidimensional representations of stim-33

uli in both the visual and auditory modalities. The current article concerns an exploration34

into psychoacoustic factors underlying the perception of two-dimensional geometric shapes35

projected onto the spectrotemporal plane, motivated by how these relate to the notion of36

sound shapes (Smalley, 1997) in electroacoustic music.37

Previous findings for pitch-to-elevation correspondence may in fact have the shortcoming38

that they were studied using sine tones as opposed to complex sounds. In sine tones, pitch is39
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indistinguishable from timbre, because the sinusoidal frequency serves as the sole perceptual40

cue for both auditory qualities. Notably, when pitch remains the same, even differences along41

spectral brightness can evoke correspondences to elevation: square waves exhibit brighter42

spectra than sine tones and were also linked to higher elevations than the latter (Parise and43

Spence, 2012). In a similar way, pitch and brightness contours can also be reliably associated44

with each other if both evolve along low-to-high continua (McDermott et al., 2008). The45

association with spatial elevation could therefore be related to a general effect of frequency46

height, as it affects both perceived pitch, which often relates to only the fundamental, and47

perceived timbre, which (not exclusively) depends on all partials in the spectrum. Based on48

this reinterpretation, even the multidimensional design of spectrograms may have a cross-49

modal underpinning, as its vertical dimension conventionally reflects a low-to-high mapping50

of frequency to elevation. Some spectrotemporal evolutions may therefore correspond to51

visual shapes on the time-vs.-frequency plane.52

As a common theoretical framework within the genre of electroacoustic music, spectro-53

morphology (Smalley, 1997) deals with how spectra evolve and are shaped over time. The54

description of such spectromorphologies lends itself to employing analogies to extra-sonic55

phenomena, such as gestures, motion, growth, or texture. For instance, in visualizations56

of spectromorphological processes that replace the role of traditional music notation, sim-57

ple geometric shapes are sometimes used (Blackburn, 2011; Smalley, 1997), employing the58

analogous notion of sound shapes that result from an interplay between sound gestures59

and textures. These visualizations commonly imply sound shapes to evolve on the spec-60

trotemporal domain: the horizontal dimension represents time; the vertical axis describes61
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the frequency spectrum, while spectral amplitude may only be vaguely specified. Acoustical62

assumptions are even more clearly implied when these geometric shapes are used as visual63

annotations, resembling or even superimposed onto spectrograms (e.g., EAnalysis software,64

Couprie, 2014). To the same literal extent, mapping visual shapes onto the spectrotempo-65

ral plane is also applied in computer interfaces for sound manipulation (e.g., AudioSculpt,66

IRCAM, 2013) or ones governing spectrotemporal synthesis (e.g., Xenakis’ UPIC system).67

Gesture and texture are understood as the two form-bearing principles of spectromor-68

phology (Smalley, 1997), which for simple geometric shapes presumably involves texture69

being framed by gesture. Importantly, this concerns both the acoustical characteristics70

of the sound shape, i.e., related to how it occupies the spectrotemporal plane, and the71

evoked perceptual qualities. For the auditory perception of geometric shapes, the relevant72

morphological qualities remain largely unknown, also in terms of how they would represent73

gestural or textural properties. The association of these auditory qualities to acoustic factors74

likely relates to psychoacoustics. Furthermore, these perceptual qualities will also depend75

on auditory-grouping processes (Bregman, 1990), possibly sharing the same grouping prin-76

ciples that apply to visual shapes (e.g., proximity, good continuation, Wertheimer, 1923).77

Given that the discussion of spectromorphologies in musical works often employs analogies78

to extra-sonic phenomena, the intended auditory perceptions could inherently rely on com-79

mon cross-modal correspondences (Spence, 2011), which could in fact concern rather literal80

morphological analogies between vision and audition.81

This presents the point of departure for the current study, which focuses on possibly82

the simplest case of sound shapes: a triangle. Such a geometrical shape may delineate a83
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spectrotemporal evolution in which two sides of a triangle diverge in frequency over time,84

as illustrated in Figure 1 (left and center panels). In terms of morphological attributes85

(right panel), the perceptual clarity of the shape’s outline could be implied by the diverging86

sides’ trajectories alone, but also the spectral content enclosed therein could bear some87

morphological significance, for instance, in terms of its transparency or opacity. Based on88

the notion of sound shapes resulting from gesture-framed texture (Smalley, 1997), clarity and89

opacity would concern gestural and textural properties, respectively, although, alternatively,90

texture could even be wholly unrelated to shape. Another morphological quality could91

concern the symmetry of the two diverging sides of the triangle relative to the point or92

frequency of origin, as either being perfectly balanced, titled upward or downward. Given93

this literal analogy of mapping a visual triangle onto the spectrotemporal domain, this study94

aims to investigate if and how this translates to analogous perceptions of clarity, opacity,95

and symmetry in the auditory realm.96

A range of acoustic factors could influence these three auditory qualities. For instance, as97

the schematic triangle depicted in Figure 1 (right panel) exhibits linear sides, how would this98

linearity be best translated into the perceived sound shape? Human perception is known99

to favor logarithmic, relative dependencies for both frequency (e.g., Attneave and Olson,100

1971; Moore and Glasberg, 1983; Stevens et al., 1937) and amplitude (e.g., Fletcher and101

Munson, 1933). Thus, psychoacoustically derived scales or weightings for these two physical102

dimensions could be presumed more suited for conveying a perceptually more balanced or103

symmetric shape. On the other hand, many software applications’ default settings offer104

linearly scaled frequency axes (e.g., EAnalysis, AudioSculpt), owing to the equal-spaced105
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frequency resolution of the underlying FFT. Similarly, software interfaces often feature linear106

ramps, for instance, to dynamically control a filter’s center or cutoff frequency. As this high107

prevalence of ‘linear’ settings in audio-production applications may have established certain108

listening habits, one should also consider whether they affect judgments on sound-shape109

symmetry.110

Whereas the characteristics of the triangle’s sides can be hypothesized to mainly influence111

the shape’s clarity and symmetry, the degree of perceived opacity would probably concern112

the spectrotemporal content enclosed inside the outline. A granular representation of this113

content, i.e., with the shape composed of many individual sound grains, allows for a number114

of acoustic variables to be investigated, yielding spectrotemporal content that span sparse to115

seamless granular textures (e.g., Figure 1, left vs. center panel). For textures to be perceived116

as seamless or continuous, the granularity would need to lie below the detection thresholds117

for temporal gaps: while for noises (Moore, 2013) and constant-frequency sinusoids (Moore118

et al., 1993) temporal gaps below 10 ms can be detected, the detection thresholds for tem-119

poral gaps involving a change in frequency typically fall between 10 and 20 ms for sinusoids120

(Smith et al., 2006) and bandlimited noise (Phillips et al., 1997). Thus, a sufficiently high121

granular density would ensure the perception of seamless as opposed to sparser, more granu-122

lar textures, in line with what auditory grouping principles would predict (Bregman, 1990).123

At the same time, these varying degrees of granularity could be assumed to also affect sound124

perception as a whole, for example, if only textural properties were relevant.125

Apart from granular density affecting the texture as a whole, the presence of a wider126

gap in the spectrum could also influence the perceived opacity. As narrower gaps may in127
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fact remain inaudible due to spectral masking, such spectral gaps would need to exceed at128

least the equivalent-rectangular bandwidth (ERB, Moore and Glasberg, 1983) to become129

perceptible. Finally, the role of the temporal orientation of the triangular sound shape130

as either widening or narrowing in frequency across time (e.g., Figure 1, left vs. center131

panel) could also affect the perceived clarity, opacity, or symmetry, similar to how the132

time orientation of sounds with ramped amplitudes are known to affect perceived loudness133

differently (e.g., Neuhoff, 2001; Susini et al., 2007).134

Based on an exploratory approach, this diverse range of potentially relevant acoustic fac-135

tors, which spanned all spectrotemporal dimensions, were investigated. The main aim was136

to establish general dependencies that described how and to what extent acoustic factors137

influenced the shape-related properties clarity, opacity, and symmetry. As sound shapes138

were expected to rely on both gestural or textural properties (Smalley, 1997), the percep-139

tion along a non-morphological, purely textural dimension (homogeneity, Grill et al., 2011)140

complemented the investigation to aid in distinguishing between gestural and textural con-141

tributions. The exploration involved multifactorial designs in two experiments, presented in142

Sections II and III, respectively, and followed by their joint discussion in Section IV.143

II. EXPERIMENT 1144

Experiment 1 explored the perceptual relevance of the morphological qualities clarity,145

opacity, and symmetry in face of two factors that characterized the temporal composition146

of triangular sound shapes . With these triangles composed of granular content, the density147

of sound grains served as the first factor under investigation. The second factor compared148
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FIG. 1. The left and center panels display spectrograms of two triangular sound shapes composed

out of sinusoidal grains. They correspond to Experiment 1’s stimuli for lowest and highest grain

density and widening and narrowing orientation, respectively. The right panel served as part of

the graphical interface for participants, illustrating the morphological qualities: the black outline

corresponds to clarity, the filled grey area to opacity, and the balance between the top and bottom

ends of the triangle relative to the grey, horizontal axis to symmetry.

triangular sound shapes orientation as either widening or narrowing over time. Higher grain149

density was expected to influence both the clarity and opacity in that greater density could150

yield clearer and more solid sound shapes. As no frequency or amplitude aspects were ma-151

nipulated here, this experiment allowed symmetry to be investigated for possible covariation152

with density or orientation, although no particular effect was anticipated beforehand. Shape153

orientation did also not entail a priori hypotheses, but its inclusion would allow the identi-154

fication of potential perceptual asymmetries. A special interest lay in observing if and how155

differences between the morphological qualities would manifest themselves.156

A. Method157

a. Procedure. The experiment took place in a relatively absorbent sound-isolated booth158

(volume: 15.4 m3, reverberation time: T30 = 0.45 s). The booth was primarily used as a159
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5.1-surround sound editing and mixing suite and, apart from the loudspeakers, was equipped160

with two computer flat screens, mouse, and keyboard, standing on a table situated in the161

center of the room. Participants faced the center loudspeaker on-axis at a distance of about162

1.2 m. The experiment took around 60 minutes to complete.163

During the experiment, participants were presented sound-shape stimuli that varied in164

their acoustic properties. In each experimental trial, a single sound shape stimulus was165

presented, and participants had to provide five responses through a computer interface. To166

characterize the perception of sound shapes, several perceptual qualities were considered167

and measured through continuous rating scales. As visualized in Figure 1 (right panel),168

these qualities were analogous to the visual description of a triangle, namely, the clarity of169

the defining triangular outline or contour (black), the opacity of the therein enclosed area170

(grey), and the symmetry of the shape relative to the triangle’s tip (grey horizontal axis).171

The corresponding textual description for the rating scales was as follows:172

• “How clearly is the shape outlined?”, framed by the verbal anchors faintly to clearly,173

arranged left and right, respectively.174

• “How transparent is the area inside the shape?”, ranging from transparent to solid,175

again arranged horizontally.176

• “How symmetric is the shape?”, spanning from tilted upwards to titled downwards,177

arranged vertically from top to bottom, respectively.178

In order to provide participants with a more intuitive sense of the rated qualities, the179

computer interface was interactive in that the visualized triangle dynamically adjusted the180
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analogous clarity (line width of black outline), opacity (varying shades of grey), and sym-181

metry (tilt relative to the horizontal axis) based on the current ratings.182

In addition, a fourth rating was conducted on the overall impression of the sound’s homo-183

geneity : “How homogeneous is the overall sound?”, involving the labels heterogeneous (left)184

and homogeneous (right). This measure was unrelated to shape and described a common185

textural property (Grill et al., 2011), providing further insight into how texture and gesture186

contribute to sound shapes. Participants provided an additional response on identifying the187

orientation of the sound shape as either becoming wider or becoming narrower over time,188

which was exclusively used to monitor the proportion of correct classifications (96% across189

all stimuli and participants), serving as an indirect measure of participants’ attention on the190

task.191

b. Stimuli. All triangular sound shapes had a duration of 11 s and evolved along two192

frequency trajectories over time. As shown in Figure 1, a triangular sound shape could begin193

at the tip, centered on a single frequency, and widen toward its remaining two corners,194

the latter two spanning a bandwidth of frequencies and occurring at the same point in195

time. Conversely, a sound shape could begin at the wide end and narrow down toward the196

tip. Asynchronous granular synthesis composed the triangular sound shapes out of many197

individual 100-ms sinusoidal grains, each occurring at particular times and frequencies falling198

inside the triangular outline. For all individual grains, the amplitude exhibited ramped-199

cosine envelopes at the onsets and ends, with each taking up one third of the 100-ms grain200

duration.201
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The stochastic process governing the granular synthesis operated within certain con-202

straints. In terms of frequency, the tip was always anchored at 1100 Hz; the trajectory203

toward lower frequencies followed linear frequency in Hz down to 100 Hz, while the up-204

ward trajectory followed ERB rate (equivalent-rectangular-bandwidth, Moore and Glas-205

berg, 1983) up to 2434 Hz, spanning a maximum bandwidth of 2334 Hz.1 As to time, the206

onsets of sinusoidal grains could occur anywhere along a time grid of 5 ms resolution, which207

lies below the lowest detection thresholds for temporal gaps (Moore, 2013). An iterative208

process created the granular sound-shape stimuli based on the above constraints, yielding209

higher grain densities with increasing iterations. Within these constraints, the onset times210

and frequencies were randomly assigned, while the amplitudes remained constant.211

With regard to the investigated acoustic factors, sound shapes either widened or narrowed212

in frequency towards the end, with this difference in orientation representing the first of two213

independent variables (IVs). The second IV involved nine different levels of grain density.214

In sum, the two IVs resulted in a total of 18 experimental conditions (2 × 9). From an215

initial pool of 999 randomized iteration sequences, 72 sound shapes were selected as stimuli,216

classified into the nine distinct levels of grain density, each class represented by eight similar217

instances (9× 8).218

Grain density was quantified as the relative area of the triangular shape that was covered219

by grains, measured on a linearly scaled spectrotemporal reference grid (resolution: 5 ms220

time, 5 Hz frequency). Figure 2 shows the percentage of covered triangular area for all221

72 sound shapes, already grouped into nine density levels (x-axis) each comprising eight222

instances. The graph illustrates the clear separation among all classes concerning the quan-223
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FIG. 2. Percentage of the triangular area covered by grains (y-axis) for the density levels in-

vestigated in Experiment 1 (left panel) and Experiment 2 (right panel). Box plots illustrate the

distribution median (horizontal line), interquartile range (vertical box), and full range (thin verti-

cal line) of all instances per class. For both experiments, each of the grain-density levels comprised

eight instances.

tified percentage of grain density, overall, spanning a range from just below 5% to 60%. The224

two orientations (narrowing vs. widening) represented exact replica of the 72 conditions,225

i.e., each exemplar of the 72 sound shapes was replicated as a time-reversed copy. Overall,226

this yielded a total of 144 (72 × 2) experimental trials, presented in randomized order for227

each participant.228

All sound-shape stimuli were equalized based on root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude and229

reproduced at equal gain. The sound stimuli were presented via a single Genelec 8040A230

loudspeaker, representing the center speaker of the aforementioned 5.1-surround system.231

The listening level was on average 71 dB SPL at the wide side of the triangular shape,232

whereas the level at the tip was on average 61 dB SPL. An Avid HD OMNI audio interface233
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processed the digital-to-analog conversion, based on the digital PCM format at 44.1 kHz234

sampling rate and 24-bit dynamic resolution.235

c. Participants. 17 participants (15 male, two female) with a median age of 37 years236

(range: 19–54) completed the experiment. They had been recruited from the Music, Tech-237

nology and Innovation community at De Montfort University, mainly represented by prac-238

titioners of electroacoustic music. In terms of musical expertise, participants exhibited a239

median of eight years of formal musical training, representing the maximum duration of240

training in any one of several musical subjects; 11 participants classified themselves as pro-241

fessional musicians. With regard to hearing deficiencies, one participant reported having242

tinnitus. Participation in the experiment involved informed consent, and the procedure243

had received prior approval by the Research Ethics Committee of De Montfort University.244

Participants were offered remuneration for their involvement, which some declined (mainly245

members of faculty).246

B. Results247

a. Data analysis. For clarity and opacity, the ratings spanned the values 0 to 1, corre-248

sponding to minimum and maximum clarity or opacity, respectively. Symmetry ratings were249

bi-polar: maximum symmetry represented the value 0; values of +1 and -1 corresponded250

to shapes being maximally tilted upwards or downwards, respectively. These rating mea-251

sures served as dependent variables in three separate repeated-measures analyses of variance252

(ANOVA) with the two IVs orientation and density. In all cases, the within-subjects resid-253

uals across all experimental conditions did not indicate departures from normality (Shapiro-254
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FIG. 3. Perceived clarity (black bars) and opacity (grey) for the nine density levels (left panel)

and the widening vs. narrowing orientations (right panel) investigated in Experiment 1. Bars

correspond to the group means of perceptual ratings, with the corresponding standard errors

depicted in matching colors.

Wilk test). A criterion significance level of α = .05 was assumed for all hypothesis tests.255

Where applicable, violations of sphericity (Mauchly’s test) led to adjustments of the degrees256

of freedom based on the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (ε). Effect sizes concern generalized257

eta-squared η2G (Bakeman, 2005) for ANOVA and Cohen’s d for post-hoc t-tests.258

b. Clarity measure. As shown in Figure 3 (left panel), increasing levels of grain density259

yielded corresponding gains in clarity ratings, F (1.5, 24.3) = 7.3, ε = .19, p< .01, η2G =.14.260

Perceived clarity reached a plateau beyond level V, suggesting that shapes with greater261

grain density ceased to affect perceived clarity further. The two lowest density levels, I and262

II, evoked the largest perceived change in clarity. Interestingly, clarity was also perceived263

to be slightly higher for triangular sound shapes widening over time than for the reverse264

orientation, F (1, 16)=5.8, p= .03, η2G =.02, as illustrated in Figure 3 (right panel).265
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c. Opacity measure. As for clarity, also shown in Figure 3 (left panel), the ratings266

for opacity exhibited comparable gains with increasing grain density, F (1.4, 21.8) = 6.3,267

ε = .17, p= .01, η2G =.14. Again, ratings ceased to increase above density level V, and the268

perceived difference was most pronounced between the two lowest levels I and II. Unlike269

clarity, however, orientation of the sound shape did not appear to affect opacity.270

d. Symmetry measure. No effects for symmetry ratings were observed, providing no271

indication that the chosen conditions for grain density and shape orientation affected per-272

ceived symmetry. Given the asymmetric use of scales for the upward and downward fre-273

quency trajectories, however, it should be noted that the global distribution of symmetry274

ratings (N = 306) across all conditions and participants was skewed. The median rating275

of 0.02 (lower quartile: -0.04, upper quartile: 0.21) was greater than zero, z= 4.51, p< .01276

(Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test), suggesting a slight asymmetric tilt upward and that ERB rate277

(upper trajectory) may have dominated over linear frequency in Hz (lower trajectory) in278

some participants’ symmetry judgments.279

e. Correlation among measures. Rank-correlation coefficients (Spearman’s ρ) assessed280

the degree to which the shape-related measures exhibited similar rating profiles across con-281

ditions. Medians of participants’ ratings across all experimental conditions (N = 144) were282

compared. As shown in the top-right half of the correlation matrix in Table I, the clarity283

and opacity ratings were moderately correlated, whereas correlations with symmetry rat-284

ings were either nearly absent for clarity or of opposite polarity for opacity. In addition,285

the non-morphological measure homogeneity exhibited clear correlations with clarity and286

opacity but hardly any with symmetry.287
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clarity opacity symmetry homogeneity

clarity — .67 -.01 .84 ←

opacity .37 — -.30 .74 Exp. 1

symmetry .07 -.16 — -.08 ←

homogeneity .37 .73 .28 —

↑ Exp. 2 ↑

TABLE I. Correlation matrix of averaged clarity, opacity, symmetry, and homogeneity ratings for

Experiment 1 (top-right half, relative to diagonal), and Experiment 2 (bottom-left half). Rank

correlations (Spearman’s ρ) were computed across all experimental conditions.

III. EXPERIMENT 2288

Experiment 2 explored a range of acoustic factors related to time, frequency, and am-289

plitude that could influence perceived clarity, opacity, and symmetry of shape in different290

ways. Here, the investigation of grain density considered separate parametric variations291

along time and frequency. Clarity and opacity were expected to increase with greater grain292

density along both time and frequency, with the density oriented at levels that revealed293

the clearest perceptual differences in Experiment 1. However, the inclusion of additional294

factors was expected to also elucidate specificities for clarity and opacity. For instance,295

sound shapes exhibiting spectral gaps were expected to be perceived as more transparent,296

thus yielding lower opacity, while no similar effect was expected for clarity. Furthermore,297
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differences between frequency scales and amplitude weightings explored their influence on298

a shape’s symmetry, in which psychoacoustically derived functions were expected to yield299

differences to linear physical continua.300

A. Method301

Many aspects of the experimental procedure and stimulus presentation were the same for302

both experiments. Therefore, only differences to Experiment 1 are addressed in the following303

sections.304

a. Procedure. Participants provided the same responses as in Experiment 1, except for305

the need to identify the orientation of the sound shape. For greater illustrative value, the306

aforementioned verbal anchors for the qualities clarity, opacity, and symmetry were comple-307

mented by the following additional labels thin–bold, hollow–filled, and low–high, respectively.308

The venue and technical setup for the experiment remained the same. The experiment took309

around 30 minutes to complete.310

b. Stimuli. All sound shapes had a duration of 7 s, and only the widening orientation311

was considered. With regard to the frequency constraints delimiting the triangular shape, the312

tip was again anchored at 1100 Hz, while the opposite side exhibited a constant bandwidth313

of 2000 Hz over all conditions, as shown in Figure 4. The experimental design involved five314

IVs, namely, time density, frequency density, frequency function, frequency fill, and amplitude315

weighting. Each IV occurred at two treatment levels, resulting in 32 different conditions (25).316

Unlike Experiment 1, the stochastic process governing the creation of sinusoidal grains317

involved separate parametric control over grain density in time and frequency, based on two318
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reference vectors for each parameter. Two stages of random processes were used to generate319

the triangular composition of sinusoidal grains. First, randomized time vectors, i.e., a set of320

time values for the onsets of grains, were obtained from sampling a uniform distribution of321

time values without replacement. The time grid was based on a 5-ms resolution. Likewise,322

vectors of randomized frequencies falling within the maximal bandwidth were obtained by323

the same random-sampling technique, based on either linear frequency in Hz or ERB rate.324

The complete vector of frequencies corresponded to the maximum number of just-noticeable325

differences (JNDs) in frequency that the triangular bandwidth accommodated; the lowest326

known JND of 0.2% frequency deviation was used (Moore, 2013). As the second stage, the327

intersection of the triangular shape with the discretized grid of sampled frequencies and328

times yielded the spectrotemporal composition of grains. More specifically, for each point of329

the sampled time vector, a single element in the frequency vector was selected by uniform330

random sampling with replacement, and (only) if the frequency fell within the outline of the331

triangular shape, a grain was created at that frequency and time point.332

Figure 4 provides representative examples for the five investigated IVs, compared to a333

reference condition displayed in the bottom-center panel. The above mentioned stochastic334

procedure was applied to implement two IVs based on varying density levels for both time335

and frequency, i.e., sampling time or frequency using either the complete vectors or only336

half the number of randomly selected values (top-left and bottom-left panels).337

Another IV configured the two diverging trajectories of the triangle to follow frequency338

functions along either linear frequency in Hz or psychoacoustic ERB rate (equivalent-339

rectangular-bandwidth, Moore and Glasberg, 1983). Paired with the constant maximal340
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FIG. 4. Spectrograms of six example stimuli from Experiment 2, with the triangular sound shapes

being composed of sinusoidal grains. The bottom-center panel serves as a reference condition which

each of the surrounding panels compares to, across the factors time density (bottom-left), frequency

density (top-left), frequency function (top-center), amplitude weighting (top-right), and frequency

fill (bottom-right). Variation in amplitude is visualized in relative power level in dB; see legend at

the top-right; amplitudes below -20 dB are not visualized.

bandwidth of 2000 Hz, this combination of frequency functions, however, introduced an341

unresolvable problem. More specifically, none of the triangle’s two ends, i.e., its tip or its342

wide end, could be controlled in frequency without introducing misaligned frequencies on the343

opposite end. This irreconcilable issue arose from inherently divergent frequency functions344

given the additional constraint of maintaining a constant bandwidth. As a compromise,345

the tip was considered as the more important anchor, because its frequency served as the346

reference on which triangular symmetry was defined. In addition, the tip represented the347
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dominant frequency that sounded throughout the (solid) shapes . Relative to the 1100 Hz348

frequency at the tip, these two functions therefore led to the maximum frequency limits of349

[100, 2100] Hz (bottom-center panel) and [434, 2434] Hz (top-center), respectively.350

An additional frequency-related IV compared shapes that were completely filled with351

grains to ones exhibiting a widening spectral gap around the center frequency 1100 Hz352

(bottom-right panel). This widening gap occurred at a delay designed to reach a band-353

width of one ERB at 40% of the 7-s duration, thus becoming increasingly perceptible, and354

followed the same frequency scale as the main triangular trajectories. Finally, the fifth IV355

determined the amplitudes of individual sinusoidal grains. The first case considered equal356

amplitudes across all frequencies, whereas the second (top-right panel) used a psychoacous-357

tic dependency and weighted amplitudes based on the frequency-dependent equal-loudness358

contours (Fletcher and Munson, 1933; ISO, 2003). Given that individual sinusoidal grains359

at the 1100 Hz tip exhibited about 60 dB SPL, the amplitude weightings were based on the360

60-Phon contour.361

For each of the 32 conditions, two different versions were tested in the experiment, result-362

ing in a total of 64 experimental trials. These two versions were presented in two separate363

blocks; in each block, the 32 conditions were randomized in order. Furthermore, the order364

of the blocks was counterbalanced across all participants by alternation. To ensure that365

across all conditions the randomly generated sound shapes exhibited comparable distribu-366

tional properties, a total of 999 versions for each condition had been generated initially, out367

of which two versions were selected that exhibited the closest fit to a reference distribution.368
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The condition for the highest frequency and time densities served as the reference (Figure 4,369

bottom-center panel).370

With regard to how these sound-shape stimuli compared to those of Experiment 1, their371

grain density exhibited values in the bottom range of the previous experiment. As shown372

in Figure 2 (right panel), the percentage of the triangular area covered by the grains varied373

between 2.5% and 5% for the low and high time density levels, respectively, whereas fre-374

quency density did not affect the percentage of covered triangular area, for which reason375

those conditions are not displayed separately. This quantification used a reference grid with376

the same spectrotemporal resolution as for Experiment 1 and comprised eight instances per377

time density.378

c. Participants. 20 participants (16 male, four female) with a median age of 41.5 years379

(range: 21–57) completed the experiment. Participants had a median of eight years of for-380

mal musical training (quantified as for Experiment 1); 12 participants classified themselves381

as professional musicians. Five participants reported having tinnitus, while another par-382

ticipant reported hearing difficulty at mid-range frequencies but only for the left ear.2 As383

these hearing deficiencies seem rather common among practitioners of electroacoustic music384

and the reported deficiencies were not deemed a severe hindrance to the evaluation of the385

investigated shape-related qualities, no participants were excluded from the further analysis.386

B. Results387

a. Clarity measure. Clarity ratings did not yield any statistically significant effects388

across all acoustic factors, although Figure 5 (left panel) suggests a trend for a slight increase389
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FIG. 5. Perceived clarity or opacity across different levels of time density (left panel), frequency fill

(center), and frequency function (right) investigated in Experiment 2. See Figure 3 for complete

legend.

in clarity (black bars) for higher time density. Given that Experiment 2 included sound390

shapes exhibiting spectral gaps that, however, did not occur in Experiment 1, a separate391

analysis on only the solid sound shapes was conducted to further investigate the anticipated392

influence of grain density. Indeed, in a paired t-test comparing all conditions involving low393

time density against those of high time density, greater time density again led to higher394

perceived clarity, t (200)=−3, p<.01, d=−.24.395

b. Opacity measure. As shown in Figure 5 (left panel), opacity ratings (grey bars)396

increased for greater time density of grains, F (1, 19)=25.8, p<.01, η2G =.18, being markedly397

more pronounced than the similar trend observed for clarity. Similarly, also the presence398

of a widening gap in the sound shape resulted in a marked reduction of perceived opacity399

(center panel), F (1, 19) = 33.8, p < .01, η2G =.15. This was complemented by the type of400

frequency scale also affecting opacity (right panel), in that linear frequency in Hz yielded401
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slightly higher opacity ratings than ERB rate, F (1, 19)=5.8, p= .03, η2G =.01. However, the402

latter effect did not seem to apply for conditions of low frequency and high time density, as403

suggested by a three-way interaction with these factors, F (1, 19)=5.2, p= .04, η2G<.01.404

c. Symmetry measure. The symmetry of shape did become relevant in this experiment.405

The strongest factor influencing symmetry was the kind of frequency function. As shown in406

Figure 6 (ratings on the left), sound shapes following linear frequency in Hz (green) were407

perceived as tilted downward, whereas those based on ERB rate (red) were judged as titled408

upward relative to complete symmetry (zero value), F (1, 19) = 90.0, p < .01, η2G =.45. A409

number of two-way interactions with this factor provide more insight. Interactions with410

time density, F (1, 19) = 8.2, p= .01, η2G =.01, and frequency density, F (1, 19) = 5.5, p= .03,411

η2G<.01, suggest that the difference between frequency scales simply became slightly more412

pronounced for greater grain density.413

An interaction between frequency scales and amplitude weightings, F (1, 19) = 13.8, p<414

.01, η2G = .02, provides a more nuanced view on the total of four versions of frequency415

and amplitude scalings. As illustrated in Figure 6, different amplitude weightings did not416

appear to affect the symmetry ratings for the conditions involving ERB rate (both red).417

By contrast, for linear frequency, the conditions involving equal amplitudes (dark green), as418

opposed to equal loudness (light green), yielded ratings closer to complete symmetry (zero).419

A single post-hoc test between these two subsets ascertained a difference, t (200)=4, p<.01,420

d= .32. For the sake of completeness, a one-sample t-test for the linear-frequency-and-equal-421

amplitude subset against a mean of zero confirmed that these conditions still appeared to422

not be judged as completely symmetric, t (200)=−7, p<.01, d=−.53.423
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Analogous triangular shape
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FIG. 6. Perceived symmetry across four combinations of two frequency functions (linear frequency,

ERB rate) and two amplitude weightings (equal amplitude, equal loudness) investigated in Experi-

ment 2. The y-axis represents the rating scale, with zero signifying complete symmetry. Horizontal

lines intersecting the axis correspond to the group means, the corresponding intervals to standard

errors. On the right, the four triangles illustrate the analogous degree of visual asymmetry the

computer interface displayed to participants. The marked symmetry mid-points on the far right

highlight the visual asymmetries.

Unrelated to frequency scale, an additional two-way interaction concerned the two density424

factors across time and frequency, F (1, 19) = 5.0, p= .04, η2G =.01. This weak interaction425

resulted from slightly more positive symmetry ratings for the conditions that comprised a426

high and a low level from each factor, as opposed to the low-low and high-high density427

combinations.428

d. Correlation among measures. As in Experiment 1, rank correlations were employed429

to assess the interrelatedness of all measures’ rating profiles (N = 64). As shown in the430

bottom-left half-matrix in Table I, the same patterns of correlations as in Experiment 1431
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emerged, however, weaker in magnitude. Clarity was still moderately correlated with opac-432

ity, while hardly correlated with symmetry. Opacity and symmetry exhibited a weak neg-433

ative correlation. The measure homogeneity was clearly correlated with all shape-related434

measures.435

IV. DISCUSSION436

Two listening experiments were conducted to explore the feasibility of perceiving the437

shape of sounds forming a triangle on the spectrotemporal plane. In direct analogy to the438

visual description of a triangle, three qualities were assessed as to their perceptual relevance,439

namely the clarity of the implied triangle’s outline, the opacity (or inversely transparency)440

of the enclosed area, and the symmetry of the triangle relative to its tip on one (temporal)441

end. A number of acoustic factors were considered to study their potential effect on the442

perception of triangular sound shapes and their individual contributions to the three shape-443

related qualities.444

As the composition of sound shapes relied on granular synthesis, the density among445

sound grains was expected to become perceptually relevant. As hypothesized, higher grain446

density appeared to lead to stronger perceptions of sound shape. In Experiment 1, both447

perceived clarity and opacity increased as a function of grain density. Importantly, however,448

clarity and opacity ceased to increase for sufficiently high grain densities, even though the449

observed perceptual plateau began in a region of grain density in which only about 40% of450

the spectrotemporal area was covered by sound grains (see density level V in Figure 2, left451

panel). This percentage may therefore represent a threshold for grain density above which452
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no further increase in perceived clarity and opacity is achievable. On the other end, even453

very low density levels seemed to convey the clarity of shape sufficiently well, as average454

ratings amounted to at least a third of the scale range above the lowest possible clarity.455

Experiment 2 distinguished between grain density along either time or frequency, more-456

over, studying this in the region of lowest grain density from Experiment 1, which yielded457

the greatest perceptual differences. Apart from an absence of main effects, frequency density458

only contributed to weaker interactions with time density. It should be acknowledged, at459

least, that the parametric variation of frequency density alone did not actually affect the460

percentage of triangular area covered by grains; this parameter therefore only influenced the461

selection of available frequencies involved, still to little effect on the shape-related qualities.462

To the contrary, time density yielded clearer effects, suggesting that primarily the temporal463

density of grains contributes to sound-shape perception. Further differences between per-464

ceived clarity and opacity emerged in Experiment 2 in that, except for a single post-hoc465

comparison, clarity was not overall affected by acoustic factors. Again, this suggests that466

the triangular outline was sufficiently well conveyed and that its perceived clarity remained467

robust to the investigated acoustical variables.468

With regard to how clarity and opacity might differ in terms of perceptual grouping469

(Bregman, 1990), clarity could be presumed to rely on the Gestalt principle of good contin-470

uation, given that the perceptual system seems able to infer the complete triangular shape471

based on only a discontinuous, granular rendition of the outline. Conversely, opacity seemed472

more sensitive and varied more clearly as function of the general granularity of the spec-473

trotemporal texture. As grain density directly relates to the spacing among grains on the474
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spectrotemporal plane, this likely concerns the Gestalt principle of proximity, with greater475

proximity assumed to enhance the perceptual association or cohesion of the ensemble of476

grains. In an analogous manner, the same Gestalt grouping principles (Wertheimer, 1923)477

would likely also apply to perceiving a granular rendition of a visual triangle. However,478

the obtained results do not allow to deduce the exact nature of the auditory grouping, i.e.,479

whether the triangular shape is perceptually grouped into a single entity or whether it would480

correspond to two or more auditory streams. After the experiments, some participants re-481

ported that they had noticed concurrent ascending and descending trajectories, which points482

toward the perception of at least two independent streams.483

Spectral gaps emerging around the center frequency and widening over time had a unique484

effect on the perceived opacity of sound shapes. The occurrence of such gaps, which were485

designed to exceed the perceptual detection threshold of at least one ERB (equivalent rect-486

angular bandwidth, Moore and Glasberg, 1983), went in line with a clear decrease in opacity487

compared to sound shapes exhibiting completely filled spectra. In other words, listeners per-488

ceived shapes exhibiting such gaps as more transparent. Perceived opacity or transparency489

therefore appears to vary as a function of both the degree of textural density and the pres-490

ence of wider gaps in the spectral texture. Whereas these two factors contributed to effects491

of comparable magnitude, the type of frequency function also affected opacity. The psychoa-492

coustic ERB scale (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) led to a slight decrease in opacity compared493

to linear scaling in Hz. One possible explanation is that the 2000 Hz bandwidth for linear494

frequency accommodated a larger number of JNDs and in turn also sampled frequencies,495

which could have contributed to a perceptually somewhat fuller coverage of the bandwidth496
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compared to that for ERB rate. Alternatively, since the 2000 Hz bandwidth for the linear497

frequency was about 300 Hz lower than for ERB rate (compare bottom to top center panels498

in Figure 4), this frequency difference could have also contributed to the slight difference in499

opacity. Overall, the influence of frequency functions on opacity was still markedly smaller500

than the influence related to the textural properties grain density and spectral gaps.501

Psychoacoustic scalings of both frequency (Moore and Glasberg, 1983) and amplitudes502

(Fletcher and Munson, 1933; ISO, 2003) were initially seen at a potential advantage in ren-503

dering sound shapes as perceptually more balanced. Despite the type of frequency function504

strongly influencing the symmetry of shape, however, none of the two frequency scales were505

judged as symmetric. Instead, sound shapes following ERB rate were rated as upward asym-506

metric, regardless of how the corresponding amplitudes were weighted. Conversely, shapes507

exhibiting linear frequency trajectories in Hz were rated as downward asymmetric. Since a508

total of four conditions for the two-by-two combinations of frequency and amplitude weight-509

ings were considered, these combinations covered a range of four distinct options among510

which differences in symmetry still emerged: the sound shapes based on linear frequency511

paired with equal amplitudes exhibited ratings closest to symmetry (0), although still clearly512

downward asymmetric.513

The interpretation of the results on symmetry has to consider the known limitations in-514

herent in the stimulus design. The misalignment of frequencies at the wide end between515

ERB-rate and linear-frequency functions was an irreconcilable consequence of controlling516

the frequency at the triangle’s tip. As the misalignment manifested itself towards the end517

of the sound shapes, this may have biased participants judgment towards attending to the518
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frequency differences along the symmetry continuum instead of evaluating the sound shapes519

against the ‘ideal’ point of symmetry. Therefore, no reliable estimate for the point of com-520

plete symmetry can be deduced from the current results. Nonetheless, given the exploratory521

aim to associate the symmetry quality to perceptually relevant acoustic factors, the find-522

ings indeed support that frequency functions and amplitude weightings affected perceived523

symmetry. Moreover, the directionality of the upward and downward tilts agrees with the524

common frequency-to-elevation correspondence (Evans and Treisman, 2010; Spence, 2011).525

While beneficial to the exploratory aims, the multifactorial experimental design was less526

suited to determine precise perceptual thresholds along individual parameters. A separate527

experiment investigating only the factors frequency function and amplitude weighting across528

more gradations and possibly even frequency ranges and sound levels is necessary for further529

clarification. Such an experiment could also address the limitation of the current study of530

using a constant absolute bandwidth of 2000 Hz to compare linear frequency with ERB rate,531

whereas an alternative means of normalization based on constant relative bandwidth (e.g.,532

octaves) could have been chosen.533

The only case where sound-shape orientation, i.e., whether a triangle widened or narrowed534

over time, became relevant concerned perceived clarity. In Experiment 1, triangles beginning535

at the tip and widening over time were perceived with greater clarity than their time-536

reversed replicas. This unanticipated finding points toward a perceptual asymmetry or bias537

that arises despite there being no spectral difference between the time orientations. This538

bias draws parallels to previously observed perceptual asymmetries, such as a loudness bias539

known for sounds with either increasing or decreasing amplitude ramps. In these studies,540
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despite both ramp orientations exhibiting identical sound-level ranges, loudness perception541

was consistently overestimated for sounds with increasing as opposed to decreasing ramps.542

For instance, global loudness for sinusoids with increasing ramps is perceived higher than543

for the opposite orientation (Ponsot et al., 2015; Susini et al., 2007). As these findings were544

based on retrospective ratings, the bias for increasing ramps may arise from a recency effect545

of the high terminating sound level (Susini et al., 2007). Another explanation concerns an546

ecological context (Neuhoff, 2001) in that increasing or decreasing sound-level ramps may547

signify approaching or receding sound sources or objects, respectively, with the perceptual548

looming bias for the former presumed to represent an advanced warning mechanism allowing549

for more time to react to a potential threat. As increasing and decreasing ramps also evoke550

similar biases in reaction times, neurophysiological and emotional responses (Bach et al.,551

2009; Tajadura-Jiménez et al., 2010), these findings lend further support to an ecological, if552

not even adaptive, relevance of the loudness bias.553

In terms of similarities to the sound shapes studied in Experiment 1, loudness asymmetry554

has been observed for 20-dB ramps of up to 20 s duration (Susini et al., 2007), which555

compares to the triangular sound shapes spanning 10 dB level change over a 11 s duration,556

and the bias also applies to broadband signals (e.g., noise, Neuhoff, 2001). Thus, even the557

observed asymmetries in clarity for triangular sound shapes could be related to an effect558

arising from loudness perception. However, it remains unclear whether clarity varied merely559

as a function of perceived differences in loudness or whether the time-reversed spectral560

evolution may have also contributed to the effect. Notably, this would represent another561

example of a loudness-related asymmetry affecting a different perceptual quality or process,562
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such as for the previously mentioned findings for reaction times or emotion responses. In the563

same vein, perceived clarity may therefore be enhanced for widening sound shapes because564

of some perceptual or cognitive predisposition. With regard to music, this perceptual bias565

may even explain the observed asymmetry in the use of dynamics contours (Dean and566

Bailes, 2010), e.g., crescendo vs. decrescendo, potentially attributing a greater perceptual567

or cognitive salience to contours based on rising sound level.568

This investigation focused on the visual-analogous qualities clarity, opacity, and sym-569

metry, under the assumption that these represent separate aspects to the perception of570

triangular sound shapes. Indeed, a clear degree of separability became evident across the571

variation of a number of acoustic factors. The observed differences on how grain density572

influenced clarity and opacity and the consideration of related principles of auditory group-573

ing lend support to both perceptual qualities being conceptually distinct, which is further574

supported by spectral gaps having solely affected opacity. The remaining quality symmetry575

assumes a distinct role in that it varied as a function of frequency and amplitude scaling,576

with higher grain density only enhancing the observed tendencies. Correlational analyses577

(see Table I) provide further insight into possible interdependencies among the three quali-578

ties, their patterns reflecting the distinct links between qualities and acoustic factors. Some579

degree of covariation is apparent between clarity and opacity, e.g., accounting for 45% and580

15% of explained variance for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted that the581

latter likely reflects the general relationship between both qualities more, due to involving a582

greater variety of acoustic factors. With the investigated sound shapes presumably relating583

to spectromorphologies of texture framed by gesture (Smalley, 1997), clarity and symmetry584
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appear to represent features related to gesture, whereas opacity seems to primarily account585

for textural properties. Given that texture could also describe a global sound property that586

is wholly unrelated to shape, sound homogeneity vs. heterogeneity (see Grill et al., 2011) was587

also considered. Notably, homogeneity ratings exhibited correlations with all shape-related588

properties, suggesting that a single perceptual measure fails to achieve a more nuanced dif-589

ferentiation of aspects relating to shape. Of the three qualities, opacity expectedly exhibits590

the highest correlation with homogeneity (54% of explained variance), explained by their591

common link to texture. In sum, the findings argue for the notion of sound shape to concern592

a number of morphological qualities, with the three investigated ones seeming appropriate593

for the case of triangular shapes.594

V. CONCLUSION595

Dealing with how spectra evolve and are shaped over time, the theory of spectromor-596

phology (Smalley, 1997) often alludes to extra-sonic phenomena like shape, gesture, texture,597

or motion, serving as a source for musical expression and discourse. The notion of sound598

shapes draws rather literal analogies onto a two-dimensional representation such as the spec-599

trotemporal plane. Importantly, this notion also presumes the visual analogy to translate to600

auditory perception. For the common sound-shape geometry of a triangle (Blackburn, 2011;601

Smalley, 1997), three morphological qualities derived from vision seem to also apply to the602

auditory modality. The clarity of the triangular outline, the opacity of the enclosed area603

within, and the symmetry along the vertical/frequency dimension capture different aspects604

of the perceived sound shape, moreover, related to relatively distinct contributions of acous-605
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tic factors. The perception of sound shapes appears to therefore be multifaceted, whereas606

limiting its assessment to a single sound attribute (e.g., homogeneity) appears to conflate607

different shape-related properties, while also failing to differentiate between gestural and608

textural properties.609

Given myriad possible arbitrary audiovisual mappings, attempts have been undertaken to610

identify those mappings of special value to electroacoustic-music practice (e.g., Giannakis,611

2006). Such effective mappings could in fact draw on common, widespread cross-modal612

correspondences (Spence, 2011), and indeed, triangular symmetry seems related to one of613

the most widespread correspondences, that between frequency and elevation. Likewise, the614

observed multifaceted nature of shape perception probably extends to implicit associations615

between complex sounds and two-dimensional visual shapes (Adeli et al., 2014; Köhler, 1947;616

Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001). Similarly, clear parallels can also be observed between617

the auditory and visual realms sharing the same perceptual grouping principles for granular,618

pointillistic shapes (e.g., proximity, good continuation, Bregman, 1990; Wertheimer, 1923).619

In sum, it is conceivable that extra-sonic references to gestures, textures or motion could620

generally involve predispositions linked to cross-modal perception.621

Considering the variety of ways in which sound shapes could be used in music, the find-622

ings of the current study have limitations that should be addressed. Obtained through an623

inherently exploratory approach, these findings confirm the perceptual relevance of the three624

morphological qualities in characterizing sound shapes, and they jointly assessed their rele-625

vance across a number acoustic factors related to musical practice. Although the observed626

influence of grain density, spectral fill, frequency, and amplitude functions on the mor-627
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phological qualities should therefore be assumed valid, they provide only rough estimates628

concerning psychoacoustic thresholds or dependencies, requiring dedicated psychometric ex-629

periments for comprehensive characterization and validation. Furthermore, given the granu-630

lar nature of the sound shapes, the identified links between the investigated acoustic factors631

and morphological qualities will only extend to cases involving similar degrees of textural632

homogeneity, whereas the perception of composite shapes that comprise sub-components633

varying in textural or gestural properties (e.g., micro-composites, Blackburn, 2011) could634

affect sound-shape perception differently.635

The sound shapes investigated here considered literal mappings of two visual dimensions636

onto two spectrotemporal dimensions, based on how common software implementations637

associate shapes with spectrograms (e.g., EAnalysis, AudioSculpt). Although the time-vs-638

frequency mapping seems the most plausible approach implied by spectromorphology, the639

vertical visual dimension may not always be understood as referring exclusively to frequency,640

as amplitude is also integral to the spectrum. As a result, visualizations of sound shapes641

may in fact include some degree of ambiguity, by possibly confounding the vertical dimen-642

sion for both frequency and amplitude, which similarly applies to other examples of graphic643

scores for music. In certain cases, two-dimensional visualizations could entail conceptual644

hybrids that concern waveform representations (time-domain) at the local scale of the ver-645

tical dimension, while its grand scale involves relationships along frequency. Yet on another646

level, the relationship between visual and auditory shape does not even have to rely on a647

direct mapping of visual to acoustic representations but could still involve a translation via648

an intermediate representation such as motion. For instance, listeners are able to identify649
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visual shapes based on the sonification of velocity profiles of drawing gestures (Thoret et al.,650

2014). Overall, sound shapes may therefore concern scenarios that are already less related651

to its implied meaning within spectromorphology, although these alternatives may similarly652

evoke shared notions like gesture and motion. Still, all these scenarios seem to most likely653

draw on implicit associations between the sensory modalities. Exploring these cross-modal654

correspondences (Spence, 2011) in the future as to their potential utility to electroacoustic655

music could lead to developing perceptually informed tools or control strategies for sound656

synthesis and processing that operate along relevant amodal morphological parameters.657
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